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Definition
The ocean–atmosphere water exchange is the difference
between evaporation and precipitation at the surface of
the ocean. Evaporation is the turbulent transport of water
vapor from ocean to the atmosphere. Precipitation is the
return of water to the ocean from the atmosphere in
the form of rain and snow.

Introduction
The equation of water conservation in the atmospheric
column is

qW
qt

þ 
Q ¼ E� P ¼ F (1)

where

Q ¼
Z ps

0
qudp (2)

is the moisture transport integrated over the depth of the
atmosphere, and

W ¼ 1
g

Z ps

0
qdp (3)

is the precipitable water or column-integrated water vapor.
In these equations, p is the pressure, ps is the pressure at
the surface, and q and u are the specific humidity and wind
vector at a certain level. Bold symbols represent vector
quantities. F is the freshwater exchange between the ocean
and the atmosphere and is the difference between evapora-
tion (E) and precipitation (P) at the surface. The first term
is the change of storage. For periods longer than a few
days, it is negligible, and there is a balance between the
divergence of the transport (∇ · Q) and the surface flux.
The balance gives rise to two ways of estimating the fresh
water flux. One is to measure E and P separately; the other
is to estimate Q.

The first method, through the small turbulent-scale pro-
cesses, has been called the “supply side” estimation; the
water is supplied by transport from the ocean. The second
method has been called the “demand side” estimation; the
large-scale atmospheric circulation demands the water
flux from the ocean (WCRP, 1983). One of the most
advanced statistical techniques, support vector regression
(SVR), has been used to retrieve surface specific humidity
(q), E, and Q, from space-based data.

The scientific need of the flux is presented in section
Significance. Space-based estimations of q and E are
described in section Bulk Parameterization: The Supply
Side. The validation of the water flux is difficult because
of the lack of credible direct measurements. The conserva-
tion principles post constraints of the accuracy of these
fluxes. The space-based estimation of∇ ·Q as water flux
is described in section Divergence of Moisture Transport:
The Demand Side, which includes the validation through
mass conservation of global ocean and the continent of
South America. In turn, ∇ · Q is used as a constraint to
the accuracy of E retrieval (Equation 1) in section Marine
Atmosphere Water Conservation. The feasibility of apply-
ing further constraints is explored in section Ocean Heat
and Surface Salinity Conservation.

There are many programs to produce P (e.g., Huffman
et al., 1997; Adler et al., 2003; Joyce et al., 2004).
The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM,
Kummerow et al., 2000) measures rainfall between 38�
latitude north and south of the equator and has provided
important calibration of P since 1998. The Global Precip-
itation Mission (GPM) will extend the coverage to
extratropical regions, with increased sensitivity and accu-
racy. See Rainfall, by R. Ferraro, in this book for further
discussion.
Significance
Water is the essential element for life. Over 70 % of the
Earth’s surface is covered by the ocean, which forms the
largest reservoir of water on Earth. The never-ending
recycling process in which a small fraction of water is
continuously removed from the ocean as excess evapo-
ration over precipitation into the atmosphere,
redistributed through atmospheric circulation, deposited
as excess precipitation over evaporation on land, and
returned to the ocean as river discharge, is critical to
the existence of human life and the variability of weather
and climate.
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With their high specific heat and large thermal inertia,
the oceans are also the largest reservoir of heat and the fly-
wheel of the global heat engine. Since water has high
latent heat, evaporation is also an efficient way to transfer
the energy. Besides releasing latent heat to the atmo-
sphere, the water evaporated from the surface forms
clouds, which absorb and reflect radiation. Water vapor
is also an important greenhouse gas, which absorbs more
long-wave radiation emitted by Earth than the short-wave
radiation from the Sun. Redistribution of clouds and water
vapor changes the Earth’s radiation balance.

The hypothesis of the amplification of water cycle
resulted from global warming, which essentially states
that wet places get wetter and dry places get dryer, is
a typical problem joining the water and energy balances.
Increase in global mean precipitation down to the surface
has to be balanced by equal amount of evaporation from
the surface to conserve water in the atmosphere. Increase
in latent heat from the surface carried by evaporation
requires increase in long-wave radiation down to the
surface; any imbalance will result in climate changes.

The differential heating of the atmosphere by the ocean
fuels atmospheric circulation, which in turn drives ocean
currents. Both wind and current transport and redistribute
heat and greenhouse gases. Adding heat and water
changes density of air and seawater. The heat and water
fluxes, therefore, change both the baroclinicity and stabil-
ity (horizontal and vertical density gradients) of the atmo-
sphere and the ocean. These in turn modify the shears of
wind and current.

Bulk parameterization: the supply side
Most productions of space-based evaporation data sets in
the past were based on bulk parameterization. Latent heat
flux (LH) is related to E by the nearly constant value of
latent heat of vaporization (L): LH ¼ L � E. LH, rather
than E, is used in many of the past studies. The two param-
eters are used interchangeably in this entry, and our
discussion on E applies equally to LH.

The computation of E by the bulk parameterization
requires sea surface temperature (SST), wind speed (u),
and q.

E ¼ CEru qs � qð Þ (4)

where CE is the transfer coefficient and r is the surface air
density. qs is usually taken to be the saturation humidity at
SST multiplied by a factor of 0.98 to account for the effect
of salt in the water. u and q should be measured in the
atmospheric surface (constant flux) layer, usually taken
at a reference level of 10 m. Over the ocean, u and SST
have been measured from space, but not q. A method of
estimating E using satellite data was demonstrated by
Liu and Niiler (1984), based on an empirical relation
between W and q on a monthly timescale over the global
ocean (Liu, 1986). The physical rationale is that the verti-
cal distribution of water vapor through the whole depth of
the atmosphere is coherent for periods longer than
a week (Liu et al., 1991). The relation has been scrutinized
in a number of studies and many variations of this method
have been proposed to improve on the estimation (see Liu
and Katsaros, 2001, for a review of earlier studies). Mod-
ification of this method by including additional estimators
has been proposed (e.g., Wagner et al., 1990; Cresswell
et al., 1991; Miller and Katsaros, 1991; Chou et al.,
1995) with various degrees of improvement. Recently,
neural network has also been used to mitigate the
nonlinearity problem in deriving q (Jones et al., 1999;
Bourras et al., 2002; Roberts et al., 2010). Algorithms to
retrieve q from brightness temperatures (BT) measured
by microwave radiometers were developed and
improvements were demonstrated (e.g., Schulz et al.,
1997; Schlüssel et al., 1995; Jackson et al., 2009). Yu
and Weller (2007) have combined space-based observa-
tions with model output. Figure 1 shows the validation
of q derived from BT measured by the Advanced Micro-
wave Scanning Radiometer – Earth Observing System
(AMSR-E) through a statistical model built on SVR. The
model outputs are compared with coincident q measured
at buoys. For the year of 2008, 30,000 buoy data were
randomly selected for validation. The mean and root mean
square (rms) differences are 0.05 and 1.05 g/kg, respec-
tively. The rms difference is only 5 % of the range of
20 g/kg and the statistical model appears to be successful.
However, E depends on Δq ¼ qs � q, which is the small
difference between the two large terms (qs and q), and
a small percentage error in q may still cause a large error
in Δq and E.

Liu (1990) suggested and demonstrated two potential
ways to improve E retrieval from satellite data. The first
is to incorporate information on vertical distribution of
humidity given by atmospheric sounders. Jackson et al.
(2009) have recently adopted this suggestion. The other
is to retrieve E directly from the radiances, since all the
bulk parameters used in the traditional method could be
derived from radiances measured by a microwave radi-
ometer. The direct retrieval method may improve accu-
racy in two ways. The first is the use of a single CE to
derive E (in training the statistical model). The second
is to mitigate the magnification of error caused by multi-
plying inaccurate measurement of wind speed with inac-
curate measurements of humidity (q and qs) in the bulk
formula.

Figure 2 compares the uncertainties of two sets of LH
derived from the two methods. For the first set, SST and
u from AMSR-E produced by Remote Sensing System
(Wentz and Meissner, 2000) are used with q derived from
AMSR-E BT (same as those in Figure 1). The second set is
the output of a statistical model built on SVR, predicting
E from the 12-channel AMSR-E BT. A total of 30,000 ran-
domly selected LH computed from three groups of buoy
data in 2008 are used in the validation exercise. Direct
retrieval of daily mean values reduces the rms difference
from 77 W/m2 of the bulk parameterization method to
38 W/m2. This is equivalent to a reduction from 19 %
to 9.7 % of the dynamic range of 400 W/m2.
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Ocean-Atmosphere Water Flux and Evaporation, Figure 1 Bin-average of near surface specific humidity (q) derived from the
statistical model compared with values measured at three groups of buoys. Standard deviation is superimposed on each bin-average
as error bar.
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The available E (or LH) products and the bulk parame-
ters used to derive them exhibit substantial differences
even for monthly means (e.g., Brunke et al., 2002;
Bourras, 2006; Smith et al., 2011; Santorelli et al.,
2011). The results of our direct retrieval depend on the
mix of training data (buoy and ship measurements and
NWP products). The conservation principle Equation 1
and the demand-side evaluation may serve as an effective
way to evaluate current E products.

Divergence of moisture transport:
the demand side
The computation of Q, as defined in Equation 2, requires
the vertical profile of q and u, which are not measured by
space-based sensors with sufficient resolution. Q can be
viewed as the column of water vapor W advected by an
effective velocity ue, so that ue¼Q/W, and ue is the
depth-averaged wind velocity weighted by humidity.
W has been derived from microwave radiometer measure-
ments with good accuracy. Methods were developed to
relate ue to the equivalent neutral wind measured by
scatterometers, us, based on polynomial regression (Liu,
1993) and neural network (Liu and Tang, 2005). Xie
et al. (2008) added cloud-drift winds at 850 mb to us and
used SVR instead of neural network. The scatterometer
measurement and the cloud-drift winds represent ocean
surface stress and free-stream velocity, respectively. Xie
et al. (2008) showed that Q derived from their statistical
model agrees withQ derived from 90 rawinsonde stations
from synoptic to seasonal timescales and from equatorial
to polar oceans. Hilburn (2010) found very good agree-
ment between this data set and data computed from
Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and
Applications (MERRA) over the global ocean. MERRA
is a NASA atmospheric reanalysis using a major new
version of the Goddard Earth System Data Assimilation
System (Rienecker et al., 2011). Figure 3 shows that, for
a total of 26,000 pairs randomly selected data, 2/3 from
rawinsonde and 1/3 from the reanalysis, the rms difference
is 57.5 kg/m/s and the correlation coefficient is 0.95 for
zonal component, and 49.7 kg/m/s and 0.89 for meridional
component, for a range of approximately �600 to
+600 kg/m/s.

Validation of our space-based estimation of∇ ·Q(as F)
was achieved through mass balance of oceans and conti-
nents, using data of the Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE), which is a geodesy mission to
measure Earth’s gravity field. The variations of the gravity
field are largely the results of the change of water storage.
The air-sea water flux given by ∇ · Q integrated over all
ocean area, together with river discharge (R) from all con-
tinents, should balance the rate of mass change (@M/@t) of
all oceans:

ZZ
qM
qt

¼
Z

R�
ZZ


Q (5)

where
R
and

RR
represent line and area integrals, respec-

tively. Figure 4 shows that monthly rate of mass change
(�@M/@t), measured by GRACE, integrated over all
oceans, agrees in magnitude and in phase with ∇ · Q,
derived from the statistical model of Xie et al. (2008) inte-
grated over all ocean areas minus the line integral of
R over all coastlines. The difference between � R R

@M/@
t and

R R
∇ · Q � R

R has a mean of 2.1 � 108 kg/s and
a standard deviation of 2.6 � 108 kg/s. The standard



Ocean-Atmosphere Water Flux and Evaporation, Figure 2 Bin-average of LH derived directly from the satellite measured
radiances (a), and computed from bulk parameters (b), compared with coincident measurements at three groups of buoys. Standard
deviation is superimposed on each bin-average as error bar.
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deviation is 18 % of the peak-to-peak variation of 12 �
108 kg/s. The uncertainties in time varying river discharge
and ice melt contribute to a large part of error. In the long
term, mass is conserved, and the first term in Equation 5 is
negligible. The total ocean surface water flux should
balance the total water discharge from continent to ocean.
The

R R
∇ · Q 4 year mean of 10.6 cm/year, computed

from outputs of the statistical model, is lower than the cli-
matological value of 12 cm/year given in textbook
published 36 years ago (Budyko, 1974) and higher than
the climatological river discharge of 8.6 cm/year (Dai
and Trenberth, 2002). Large and Yeager (2009) compiled
available E and P to give an annual mean of 11 cm/yr.
There are, in general, 20 % uncertainties of these hydro-
logic balances over global ocean (Figure 4).
Based on Green’s Theorem, the areal integral of the
flux divergence should balance the line integral of flux
out of the boundary. The last term of Equation 5 should
equal to total water vapor across the coastlines of all
continents. Another example of validation by the
conservation principle is given by Liu et al. (2006).
They first demonstrated the continental water balance
in South America (Figure 5). With climatological
river discharge (

R
R) removed from

R
Q across the entire

continental coastline, the residue agrees, both in
phase and in magnitude, with monthly rate of mass
change (

R R
@M/@t). The standard deviation of the

difference between
R R

@M/@t and moisture flux-river
discharge is 0.9 � 108 kg/s, which is 7 % of the
peak-to-peak variation of 13 � 108kg/s.
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Ocean-Atmosphere Water Flux and Evaporation, Figure 3 Bin-averaged zonal component (a) and meridional component (b) of
integrated moisture transport (Q), derived from satellite data, compared with coincident data computed from rawinsondes.
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Marine atmosphere water conservation
The two flux products should agree with the conservation
principle (Equation 1). As an example, the 3 year aver-
ages of ∇ · Q and E-P are shown in Figure 6. In this
example, P is based on TRMM merged data product
3B42, and E is from our direct retrieval from BT. There
are general agreements in the magnitude and geographi-
cal distribution, but differences in the details. Away from
coastal regions, the supply side is larger than the demand
side in the tropical southeastern Pacific, tropical south
Atlantic, and a region from the Somali coast extending
into the northern Arabian Sea. The demand side is larger
than the supply side in the warm pool of the western trop-
ical Pacific and under the Intertropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ). Two operational E products : the Hamburg
Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes from Satellite
Data (HOAPS 3, Andersson et al., 2010) and the Objec-
tively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes (OAFlux) (Yu andWeller,
2007), combined with the same TRMM precipitation are
also shown as comparison.

The differences between supply and demand side
may reveal regional hydrodynamics. E is the air-sea
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Ocean-Atmosphere Water Flux and Evaporation, Figure 5 Annual variation of hydrologic parameters over South America: mass
change rate
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@M/@t (solid green line), climatological river discharge

R
R (solid black line), total moisture transport across coastline

into the continent
R
Q (red line), and

R
Q-

R
R (dashed green line).
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exchange of water vapor by turbulence; the small-scale
turbulence is largely independent of factors governing
large-scale atmospheric circulation (e.g., baroclinicity,
Coriolis force, pressure gradient force, cloud entrain-
ment), while Q is not as sensitive as E to small-scale
ocean processes.
Ocean heat and surface salinity conservation
Evaporative cooling is a major variable component of
ocean surface heat balance. The LH has been combined
with sensible heat flux (SH) and radiative fluxes to pro-
vide the net surface thermal forcing of the ocean (Liu
and Gautier, 1990; Liu et al., 1994).



Ocean-Atmosphere Water Flux and Evaporation, Figure 6 Three year (2003–2005) annual mean distribution of (a) the
divergence of integrated moisture transport, (b) evaporation-precipitation derived from AMSR-E and TRMM, (c) and (d) are the same
as (b) except for evaporation from HOAPS 3 and OAFlux.
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The meridional heat transport (MHT) at a latitude y is
derived by integrating from y to y0 across the width of
an ocean basin (x1 to x2), the rate of heat content changes
subtracting the net surface heat flux,

MHTðyÞ¼
Z y0

y

Z x2

x1

qH
qt

�SWþLWþLHþSH

� �
dxdy

(6)

where H is the heat content, SW is the net incoming short-
wave radiation flux, and LW is the net outgoing long-wave
radiation flux.
The northern end of the ocean basin (y0) is treated as
conclosed by land. The long term mean meridional heat
transport of the major ocean basins have been estimated
from the ocean surface fluxes (WCRP, 1982). With recent
intense effort to measure the meridional overturning cur-
rent and the feasibility of measuring H by Argo floats,
GRACE, and radar altimeter, we may even examine the
temporal variation of the meridional heat transport as
a constraint to the LH.

There are large uncertainties in long-term annual mean
of MHT compiled in past studies, including those derived
from surface flux climatology and from oceanographic



Ocean-Atmosphere Water Flux and Evaporation,
Figure 7 Comparison of annual mean MHT at the Atlantic as
a function of latitude. Red curve is calculated using the surface
heat balance from satellite observations (SW and LW from the
Surface Radiation Budget (SRB), LH and SH from AMSR-E). The
green curve is computed from ECCO data.
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measurements. Figure 7 shows that the MHT computed
from our space-based surface heat flux (red line) is lower
than those from the simulation of the Estimating the Circu-
lation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO) model (green
line, Fukumori, 2002) between the equator and 30 �N
and higher than ECCO between 30 �N and 50 �N. It agrees
with ECCO surprisingly well south of the equator.

The equation of water balance in the upper ocean is

h0
S0

qS
qt

þ V:S

� �
¼ E� P (7)

where V is current and S is salinity in the surface
mixed layer with average depth h0 and average salinity
S0. Salinity measurements have advanced by the Argo
floats and space-based sensors of Aquarius and the
Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity Mission (SMOS).
The current velocity has been derived from the dis-
placements of drifters with drogues centered at 15 m
depth (Niiler, 2001). Ocean surface currents are also
provided by the Ocean Surface Currents Analysis-
Real-time (OSCAR) program, using a combination of
scatterometer and altimeter data (Lagerloef et al.,
1999), at a 5 day and 1� resolution between 70 �S to
70 �N. The ocean surface salinity balance can also be
used to put constraints on the accuracy of F. The first
term represents the change of storage could be
neglected in the long-term mean.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of the surface flux
agrees with the distribution of salinity advection in the
general features, using Argo data for the 11 year mean
and using Aquarius for the 1 year mean.
Summary
There have been continuous endeavors to estimate
E and LH over global oceans using satellite data and
based on bulk parameterization of turbulence transport,
since Liu and Niiler (1984) successfully estimated the
flux by introducing an empirical relation between
monthly Wand q. With some improvement in this “sup-
ply side” approach, a number of data sets have been
operationally produced in the past two decades, but
large differences among these data sets and between
products from satellite data and from reanalysis of oper-
ational weather prediction remain (e.g., Curry et al.,
2004). We have introduced a new method of direct
retrieval of E and LH from the radiances measured by
microwave radiometers, which improves the random
error of the daily value of LH to 10 % of the dynamic
range, as compared with the 19 % error using the
methods we pioneered 30 years ago of computing the
fluxes from bulk parameters derived from the same
radiances.

Evaluations to find the optimal flux product are diffi-
cult because of the lack of credible standards (e.g.,
extensive direct flux measurement). One good con-
straint to the uncertainties is the closure of the atmo-
spheric water budget, which dictates that E-P should
balance∇ ·Q. The “demand side” approach of estimat-
ing Q and ∇ · Q from satellite data serves not only as
a credible way to evaluate traditional “supply side” flux
products but also to provide the ocean freshwater
exchange as a whole, without the need of securing pre-
cipitation data separately. The Q data have been exten-
sively tested in comparison with all available
rawinsonde data and products of numerical models.
The water flux data, as∇ ·Q, are also validated through
mass conservation using data from GRACE and river
discharge climatology; the validation study shows
20 % uncertainties of the seasonal water balance. The
feasibility of using upper ocean heat and salinity conser-
vations is also demonstrated with very preliminary
results.

There is still much room left for improvement in esti-
mating water flux over global ocean. The new space-based
data products, with better spatial and temporal resolution,
have many ongoing scientific applications.
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Ocean-Atmosphere Water Flux and Evaporation, Figure 8 (a) E-P calculated from AMSR-E and TRMM, (b) salinity advection
estimated using Argo and OSCAR data, averaged from 2004 to 2011, and (c) salinity advection from Aquarius and OSCAR data
averaged from September 2011 to August 2012.
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Synonyms
Research to operations; Technology transfer
Definition
Operational transition is the end-to-end set of processes
that lead to the successful development and implementa-
tion of a research idea, technology, or observation in an
ongoing and useful application (operations). An example
is the use of atmospheric observations in daily weather
forecasts, which have many applications of benefit to
society.
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